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This document has been created for the CTIF Commission " extrication and new technologies " by :
Michel Gentilleau, vice-chair of the Commission.
The purpose of this document is to present the EuroNCap mobile application on Rescue Sheets .
For more information on the EuroNCap mobile application on rescue sheets, please contact
the President of the CTIF Commission " extrication and new technologies ": contact@ctif.org
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Introduction: CTIF et EuroNCap
CTIF is the ‘International Association of Fire and Rescue Services’ and has as its main goal to support
and stimulate the cooperation between the fire departments and other emergency services from all
over the world. This organisation was created in 1900 and meanwhile has 39 members, amongst
them Belgium, but also other countries like Japan, South K
Korea
orea and the United States of America.
CTIF ensures the exchange of experience and knowledge in the field of protection and rescue in case
of fire or other disasters. Important goals are: encouraging, supporting and developing the
international cooperation,
ion, both technically and scientifically, regarding prevention, fire fighting, the
rescue of people and animals and providing technical assistance. Besides, CTIF also wants to
stimulate the relationships between the fire departments and other rescue servi
services.
ces.
To accomplish all of this CTIF ensures amongst other things scientific research, the publication of
articles and reports, the organisation of different commissions and working groups and the
cooperation with other bodies than the rescue services tha
thatt are also working in the field of
prevention and security.
Euro NCAP is the European New Car Assessment Programme
Programme.
Euro NCAP has created the five-star
star safety rating system determined from a series of vehicle tests,
designed and carried out to help consumers, their families and businesses compare vehicles more
easily and to help them identify the safest choice for their needs.
Established in 1997 and now backed by seve
several European Governments, the European Union and
motoring and consumer organisations in every EU country, Euro NCAP has rapidly become a catalyst
for encouraging significant safety improvements to new car design.
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The CTIF / Euro Ncap partnership
The work began in 2012 through a proposal, mainly based on examples from France and Germany,
on a standardized layout of the "Rescue Sheets" insert card for passenger vehicles and light
commercial transport vehicles.
The project was formalized in 2014 and the work has now been completed since 2019. ISO 17840
also includes a system of placards for exterior marking of fuel types for buses and other heavy
vehicles, including new propulsion types like electric vehicle, hybrids and various types om
compressed or liquid natural gas propulsion.
What we wish to achieve is a discussion with all countries and transport companies about an
implementation on both local, national and international levels, and by contacting CTIF or Euro
NCAP, rest assured that we will be able to guide you every step of the way towards implementing
both the free aspects the program, and with getting access to the placards for marking your vehicle
fleet.
A project that is closely linked to this is the work that EURO NCAP has initiated. In 2018, CTIF´s
cooperation with Euro NCAP was intensified, and Euro NCAP accepted a project to provide free
downloads of all rescue sheets for passenger cars sold in Europe, as well as developing a database
with an associated smart phone app for storing the rescue sheets.
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A Euro Ncap / CTIF app : for what ?
This open-access app will be available in 4 languages (English, French, Spanish, German) initially, then
in 22 languages by 2022.
It will enable the rescue services to get the rescue sheet of the vehicle concerned from the scene of
an intervention for road rescue or vehicle fire. The number of rescue sheets currently available is
more than 2000.
The database of these rescue sheets will be supported by EuroNCap. This organisation will include in
its scoring criteria, from 2020 onwards, the delivery by car manufacturers of the rescue sheets of the
vehicles tested.
The search for rescue sheets will initially be carried out by the vehicle model/mark and by reading
the QR code (QR code placed) on certain vehicles.
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This application will progressively integrate the rescue sheets in an ISO format. These
rescue sheets will include, in addition to the usual verso (location of equipment impacting the
rescue services), a maximum of 3 pages of information that could help the rescue services in
their decision making.
The decision support will focus on the following topics:
- energy identification,
- immobilisation / stabilisation of the vehicle,
- energy isolation,
- instructions in the event of a vehicle fire,
- instructions in case of leaks (gas, electrolyte...).
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Euro Ncap / CTIF app : how does it work ?
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